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If you’ve flown the North Country long enough, you’ve developed your own 
approach to dealing with winter. Allan has chosen to increase the heaters’ 
volume, mix cold air from the vents to modulate the temperature, and provide 
enough total air volume to satisfy our leaky ‘Dogs. Mike Weinfurter of northern 
Wisconsin has taken another approach and has tightened up his ‘Dog to retain 
the heat his heaters are pumping out. Mike and Allan take similar approaches to 
their winter fronts. Here’s Mike: 
 
On cowl openings’ winter fronts: The duct taped part [of the winter front] covers 
the opening and each bare metal part is adjustable to cover more or less of the 
opening as temps dictate. Only two screws are needed. 
 

 
 
The main thing to remember is the cylinder heads generate the most heat, so the 
inboard area needs covering to keep the barrels from getting too cool. Many 
cover the outboard area first & wonder why they have problems. 
 
On the oil cooler cover: If a little above zero I pull the cooler cover as this one 
runs warm on the oil. I’ve flown some which needed the entire cooler covered all 
winter until 20 F to keep summer temps on the oil. Not ours. The duct tape cover 
sthe edges to keep from rubbing the paint. Four screws hold the cooler cover. As 



fragile as 1100B’s can be, I tend to not put anything against them as resonations 
can cause movement, even slight, between the cover material and the cooler, 
potentially leading to fatigue, a premature leak, and failure. That’s why I mount 
mine in front of, but not against the cooler itself. 
 

 
 
On sealing the cabin: One can keep the engine warm and heaters pumping, but 
one needs to also keep the warm air in the cabin and cold air out. I’ve ridden in 
some with blasting heaters and cold drafts playing tag team on who wins. ONE 
MUST SEAL THE CABIN, DOOR, AND WINDOWS. Good door and window 
seals, including the foam corner pieces, make a HUGE difference. Ya never 
notice the drafts in summer as you welcome them, but they’re winter killers for 
fun winter flying, especially for the passenger. With an airspeed and pitch 
attitude-driven heat system, one must seal things up as much as possible. 
Hidden pieces of duct tape in the wing roots and anywhere else works great. A 
biggie is the windshield/leading edge wing root fairing and junction. If one has 
ANY openings in the cabin skin anywhere, cover and/or plug it! All those in the 
wing root cabin skin from wires, lines, or anything else let cold air in. I taped 
MANY from the wing root side and they’re hardly, to totally, not noticeable. A 
BIGGIE is where the aileron cables enter the cabin. Tape will seal that up from 
the root side...  
 



 
 
The tail cone lets in much cold air past the upholstery around the edges. Tape 
the lightening holes shut from the tail cone side. Then take a heavy-duty plastic 
garbage bag, scissors, duct tape, and go to work. You need two pieces, one 
bottom half in front of the rear shoulder harness cable, and a top half behind the 
cable. Secure at the level where the cable will pass between and seal around the 
edges. Once both are in place, tape the two together on both sides of the cable 
and leave a small hole in the center for the cable and connector to pass through. 
Keeps much cold air off the wife’s head and neck, keeping them much happier! 
Reattach the bulkhead cover and you see none of it!        


